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The Spawn On Me podcast’s mission has always been entertainment coupled with social
consciousness. Whether the subject was diverse character representation in the games we play
or the importance of diverse voices in video games’ creative process the hosts have and will
remain outspoken advocates for inclusion. Brookago has always been a place where everyone
is welcomed where their voice, and life, matters.
It was this foundation that led to the creation of Spawn On Me’s signature philanthropic event,
Spawn4Good. Now in its third year, Spawn4Good occurs every Martin Luther King Day
weekend and has been a way for Brookago to give back to communities that have often been
overlooked. The inaugural S4G started in 2015 by raising awareness about people of color who
had been murdered by police. The money raised was split between the New York Lawyer’s
Guild and Erica Garner, the daughter of Eric Garner who died at the hands of the New York
Police Department in the summer of 2014. S4G2 helped to celebrate and educate people on
women’s reproductive rights with all of the proceeds going to the National Network of Abortion
Funds. Together these two events have raised almost $10,000 for people who desperately
needed the help.
In keeping with the theme of bringing light to causes that can use further illumination, the Spawn
On Me podcast is happy to announce that Spawn4Good 2017 (S4G3) will be looking to raise
awareness about foster care. It is our privilege to announce that we have partnered with One
Simple Wish. Through their tireless efforts and innovative process One Simple Wish has been
able to make wishes come true for thousands of foster children around the country. It is our
hope that through the efforts of the hosts, the streamers and our community that we will be able
to help a multitude of more children during our weekend of gaming.
###
What is Spawn4Good?
#SPAWN4GOOD is an activist gaming platform that gives gamers ways and initiatives to do good in the
world. A platform with which to talk about and affect social justice issues that the greater gaming community
have ignored. Hosted by a multitude of gamers, Spawn4Good takes places every MLK weekend. Streamers
from all of the country devote their time to entertain, and inform using the gaming streaming service Twitch.
About One Simple Wish
One Simple Wish is an innovative nonprofit that uses technology to bring attention to issues in the foster
care system and brightens the lives of thousands of children by connecting them to people who care. Since
2008, One Simple Wish has reached more than 35,000 children through a vast network of over 800 agency
partners in 49 states. For more about One Simple Wish visit onesimplewish.org

